
Asther Louie Cabardo
Front-End Developer

https://asther.vercel.app

https://linkedin.com/in/ashcbrd

https://github.com/ashcbrd

astherlouie.cabardo@gmail.com

Skills:
HTML, CSS, JavaScript, TypeScript, ReactJS, NextJS, TailwindCSS, SASS, Redux, Git, NodeJS, ExpressJS, Postgres, 
MongoDB, Firebase, Prisma, MySQL

Tools:
Figma, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, Vercel, Airtable, Pinecone 

Work Experience

TwoTabs
Software Developer
Jul 2023 - Sep 2023

 Held the position of a full-stack developer within a collaborative team 
environment

 Demonstrated proficiency in both front-end and back-end development
 Led the development and maintenance of a multi-tenant application, 

ensuring seamless operation and data separation through Pinecone 
database implementation

 Implemented robust architecture to efficiently handle and organize 
diverse data within the application.

Spring Valley Tech Corp.
Fullstack Developer Trainee
Jan 2023 - May 2023

 Took on the role of a full stack developer and led the front-end 
development efforts within the team

 Designed and developed visually captivating landing pages and user-
friendly dashboards to enhance the user experience

 Successfully modified and maintained databases for data integrity and 
optimized performance. Implemented enhancements to the backend 
codebase

 Consistently met deadlines and delivered exceptional results, 
showcasing strong time management and prioritization skills

 Received positive feedback from supervisors and team members, 
acknowledging dedication, problem-solving abilities, and consistent 
delivery of excellent outcomes.

Education

2019 - 2023 BS Information Technology

Major in Software Technologies

West Visayas State University

Cum Laude

Projects

Cybergence
Front-End Developer
cybergence.vercel.app

 An event portal/landing website for acquaintance party where CICT 
students can search for their team and team members

 JavaScript, NextJS, Tailwind CSS

Threadit (Reddit Clone)
Full-Stack Developer
thead-community.vercel.app

 A full-stack social media platform where users share posts, links, 
images, and videos in different communities

 TypeScript, Next.js, Tailwind CSS, Prisma, MySQL

BioReader
Developer | Designer
bioreader.vercel.app

 A cutting-edge web application designed to strategically highlight 
phrases and guide your eye movements to enhance reading speed and 
comprehension

 TypeScript, Next.js, Tailwind CSS
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